
HOW TO USE TIRE PENZ REFLECT KIT FOR TIRE SIDEWALL: 
 

1. Clean any debris or dirt from the tire surface using the included wire brush. You may 
also consider using a little rubbing alcohol to ensure the surface is prepped and ready. 

2. Remove Tire Penz Paint Pen from packaging. SHAKE WELL. Remove cap and depress 
pen tip a couple time on a clean, flat surface (we use a piece of cardboard). 

3. Paint one letter at a time. You will need to apply RELFECT to wet paint. 
4. Remove red cap from REFLECT applicator. Hold applicator about 6 inches above the 

lettering and downwards at a 45 degree angle, and squeeze very gently. You may 
consider testing the flow of REFLECT before applying directly to paint. 

5. Repeat the above steps for each additional area you wish to paint. 
6. Allow 8-10 hours to dry before hittin’ the road! 

 
PRO TIPS & TOUCHUPS: 
 

● For touchups, first use the wire brush to gently scuff surface of existing paint. DO NOT 
REMOVE EXISTING PAINT. This helps remove any excess debris that might have been 
picked up on the road, but still leaves your base coat. Then you can apply your touch up 
coat over existing paint. 

 
● Brand new tires have a coating on them that will need to be removed using a scour pad 

or the wire brush (included with Tire Penz REFLECT kit). You will need to give them a 
good scrub before using. 

 
● Thin, even coats will last the longest. This goes for applying REFLECT too. If you apply 

too much REFLECT, it makes the paint brittle and can crack as your tire flexes. 
 

● If you let the paint dry on your pen tip, don’t worry, we’ve included an extra in every Tire 
Penz and Tire Penz REFLECT Kit. 

 


